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1. Capital





Capital

Puerto del Rosario bids welcome to the visitor
arriving on the Island of Fuerteventura, finding a
young borough, which has managed to blend and
keep in harmony its administrative and residential
development and tourism together with respect for
the environment, giving an individual identity to a
modern town and meeting place.

The borough of Puerto del Rosario extends from
the eastern to the western coast of the island of
Fuerteventura. To the north it borders on the
municipal district of Oliva and to the south it abuts
on those of Betancuria and Antigua, while its coasts
are bathed by the Atlantic Ocean. The population
amounts to some 40,000 inhabitants and its economic
activity is based mainly on tourism, trade and the
service sector.
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Puerto del Rosario is the administrative capital of the
island, the home of a large number of services, a
centre of culture and leisure, with an intensive annual
programme, a paradise for shopping and a leading
light in terms of business, to which should be added
its position as a centre of communications and the
fact that it is near to the main tourist resorts. These
are some of the many aspects which define Puerto
del Rosario as a holiday destination.

Capital
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Sculpture park

Open-air museum
Let us offer you a relaxing walk around Puerto del Rosario, which will give you the opportunity to come
across a piece of sculpture at any moment, which you may find without any warning in any square or
park, avenue or roundabout, under a tree or emerging from the sea.

This is the Puerto del Rosario Sculpture Park, a genuine open-air museum, made up of over one hundred
sculptures with an enormous variety of artists and styles.
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The sculptures merge with the streets and squares,
decorating them with their beauty and creating a
most unusual cultural atmosphere which invites
you to take a stroll and get to know the town and
it is the works themselves that make our history,
culture and customs known to the visitor and lead
him or her to the different places of interest.

Sculpture park
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3. Shopping space3. 





The capital also hands out the perfect invitation
to come shopping. The streets will offer you a
wide range of goods where professional and
personal treatment by the shops will guarantee
your enjoyment, and all of this takes place in a
framework of safety and security which has
always been a characteristic of the daily life of
the town.

A rest at any of the pleasant terraces, bars and
cafés, trying the local and international cuisine or
attending one of the local centres for leisure and
culture will enrich a day that is well spent just
watching a small town that is open to the sea.

Shopping space
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Cruise
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Puerto del Rosario is an obligatory visit for the tourist,
where access to culture and sport, a wide and varied
range of gastronomic options, the enjoyment of an
atmosphere of varied leisure which is at the same
time tranquil and safe, vigorous and professional
trade, and public services of the highest quality,
among other highly varied attractions… are a
guarantee of satisfaction.

As the only entry point for cruise passengers to the
island of Fuerteventura, the bay of Puerto del Rosario
bids welcome to these large ships and Puerto del
Rosario, as the centre of communications on the

island, given its status as capital, makes it possible to
get to know the main points of interest on short
trips.

Our climate, which is warm and mild, with
temperatures remaining constant throughout the
year, and the scarce and irregular rainfall invite the
holidaymaker in general and the cruise passenger in
particular to a pleasant stroll through our streets,
where he will be able to admire our superb sculpture
park, or enjoy our terraces and shops on a day's
shopping in the open air, which is unthinkable in the
crude winter of their countries of origin.
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Promenade and bay
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The promenade is a window
onto the sea that Puerto del
Rosario always had. A relaxed
stroll, the most intensive sports
or the contemplation of an
inspiring landscape make this
part of the town one of the main
attractions. A meeting with the
bay, the origin of the city, with
its urban beaches and
consolidated leisure options
complement this space shared
equally by residents and visitors
alike.
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Urban beach
Charming beaches
There are a range of beaches in the borough,
of which the most important are Puerto Lajas
and Los Molinos which conserve all the charm
of the fishing ports of the past; but if there is
one thing that attracts the attention of the visitor
it is urban beaches, such as Playa de Los Pozos
and Playa Blanca.

Playa de Los Pozos, on the town's seafront, is
one of the most attractive urban locations, a
place of rest and relaxation, with an accessible
beach, where people with mobility difficulties
have all the services, access ramps, passageways
and handrails, areas of shade and relaxation with
adapted furniture…
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Playa Blanca is a leisure space
that has recently been
regenerated but which has
conserved its natural state. Only
five minutes away from the
town, you can go by car, by bus
or even take a pleasant stroll.
This large urban beach has life-
savers for most of the year and
signs to ensure harmony
between bathers and sportsmen
and women. The cleanliness,
services, accessibility for
everybody and the atmosphere
of tranquillity define this as the
beach of the “capital”.
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My protected natural spaces are:

THE BETANCURIA RURAL PARK This includes
the Los Molinos ravine where abundant water birds,
threatened birds-of-prey and colonies of tamarisk
abound. It coincides with the flowering of the basal
complex of the island, which gives it exceptional
scientific interest.

THE VALLEBRÓN PROTECTED LANDSCAPE
Made up of a long ridge flanked by the ravines of
Vallebrón and Valhondo. In the upper part, you can
see successive lava flows. On Montaña la Muda
there are archaeological remains which are evidence
for the occupation of the area by the pre-Hispanic
natives of the island.

Protected natural spaces
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Places of interest
Discovering your identity
In the borough, there are a great variety of
facilities for the enjoyment of scenic and plastic
arts, as well as a wide range of options regarding
museums and cultural spaces, including
interpretation centres and ethnographic
museums.

We have a valuable historical heritage, beginning
with the different churches and chapels, which
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have mostly been declared Properties of Cultural
Interest, which are here and there in the villages
and towns, where it is also possible to find
numerous examples of traditional architecture.

To this must be added the large number of
windmills, which are gradually being restored,
and the lime kilns, both of which are highly
representative elements in our history and culture,
which can be found in numerous places.



Places to visit
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The church of Nuestra Señora del Rosario
On the square of the same name, the church was begun here
in 1824, and was finished off with the tower in 1930. It is a
development from the original chapel which was built next to
the level ground in 1812. It has been a parish church since
1906.

In the interior, the first image of the Virgin Mary is still conserved
and the polychrome wooden altarpiece which was rebuilt
following the design from 1904 is especially significant.

Island Auditorium
(C/. Ramiro de Maeztu). It has 570 seats and constant
performances offering theatre, music and dance shows. Numerous
artists from the Canarian, Spanish and international scene have
passed over its stage.

Casa de la Cultura Exhibition Hall
(C/. Ramiro de Maeztu) Located next to the Auditorium, here
you can see exhibitions of painting and photography.

Juan Ismael Art Centre
It has two display halls, conference halls, a documentation centre
and teaching department. Here contemporary art exhibitions,
art workshops and cycles of lectures take place…

Casa Museo Unamuno
(C/ Virgen del Rosario, 11) The Casa Museo Unamuno is
located in the old Hotel Fuerteventura, in which Miguel de
Unamuno was accommodated during his exile on the island.
In this house, it is possible to contemplate the spaces and
objects that were familiar to the writer, as well as photographs
and texts from his pen, which show the intense relationship
that the writer established with Fuerteventura.
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Places to visit
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La Alcogida Ecomuseum: Located in the village
of Tefía, it is made up of a group of seven houses
which represent the traditional architecture of
Fuerteventura. Inside the traditional rural life is
recreated with craftwork, livestock and agricultural
activities carried out on the spot.

Casa Museo Dr. Mena: Located in Ampuyenta,
in the interior it is possible to see all the characteristic
elements of a comfortable cottage including the
articles and furniture for personal use.

Casas de Felipito
This place, situated on the slopes of the Valley of
Guisguey, is the result of the effort and the hopes
of one man who made this attractive spot with his
work, and this is where the living conditions of the
people of Fuerteventura devoted to agriculture are
recreated. This beautiful spot is a perfect setting
for spending the day with our family or friends,
making use of the picnic areas that are installed
here.

Lime kilns
The abundance of limestone in Fuerteventura
determined that throughout history lime kilns of
different kinds were built, where the main product
obtained is lime, which was exported to Gran
Canaria, Tenerife and La Palma.
Between 1940 and 1970, Puerto del Rosario
became the “Port of Lime”, and a series of industrial
complexes were built, in which a significant part
of the population of the time was occupied and
earned their living.
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Popular fiestas and cultural events
Our endless calendar of cultural events and the wide range of leisure options make the pavements and
buildings a stage and scenery, turning Puerto del Rosario into a real open-air auditorium. In this way,
there is a much more real cultural activity which eliminates the social and cultural barriers and any corner
of the town can become a new leisure activity.

Children, parents, young people, adults… Everybody will find in the town an everyday location where
they can break with routine and enjoy themselves, as the spectator ceases to be passive and becomes
a fundamental part of the spectacle.

Popular fiestas form an essential part of these events in which local people and visitors feel themselves
to be an active part. The traditional “romerías” or religious pilgrimages are particularly important as the
local colour and religious fervour go with the enjoyment, or such emblematic fiestas as the carnival,
when spontaneity and imagination take over the streets.



Gastronomy

Lovers of good food are in luck in Puerto del
Rosario, as we have numerous spots where you
can taste our splendid cuisine.
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The magnificent fresh fish is one of many local
specialities but without a doubt goat's meat in
all its varieties is the real jewel in the crown and
Puerto del Rosario and Fuerteventura have
excellent goats, which also produce the famous
Fuerteventura cheese.

A range of restaurants offer a menu full of dishes
made with the local produce, and the tourist
can taste our exquisite traditional dishes as well
as our nouvelle cuisine; and of course there is
a wide range of national and international
cooking, with the result that our visitors have
plenty to choose from to satisfy their appetite.
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Craftwork has been intrinsically part of the life of
Fuerteventura. Working with ceramics, stone,
palm trees and such like have been essential to
survival from day to day, extracting all value from
the resources that nature has supplied. Today
craftwork still survives on Fuerteventura, offering
a direct link with agricultural, livestock and fishing
tradition on the island which is related with the
creative capacity of the young craft-workers, which
includes techniques and raw materials to enrich
this local industry.

Not to be missed,

The second Sunday of each month, the Public
Square of the village of Tetir is the venue for a
craftwork market in which the visitor can buy
products and articles prepared by hand or with
traditional techniques and with a stamp of

Craftwork
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guarantee, as well as enjoying an inclusive
atmosphere with popular music and different
cultural and leisure activities, all of which is in an
extremely relaxing rural environment.

Where you can buy them,

Craftwork shop, Fuerteventura Airport
Opening hours: 7 a.m.-10 p.m. (every day)

ECOMUSEO LA ALCOGIDA (Tefía)
Opening hours: 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
(Tuesday to Saturday, including Bank Holidays)

Juan Ismael Arts Centre
C/. Almirante Lallermand, 30
Puerto del Rosario
Opening hours: Tuesday to Saturday
10 a.m.-1 p.m. and 5 p.m.-9 p.m.
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My villages

TETIR

TETIR
At a distance of 9.2 kilometres from Puerto del
Rosario along the FV-10 road is this fertile plain
which pours its waters into the sea down the La
Herradura ravine. This is very fertile land which
was traditionally devoted to the cultivation of
cereals.
The village of Tetir was a borough from 1812 to
1925, when it was dissolved and attached to Puerto
de Cabras.

Not to be missed,

The chapel of San Andrés
Recently rebuilt, this was the first sanctuary on
this plain when it was constructed in 1652. It stands
in the fertile Valley of La Sargenta, only five minutes
away from this Square of Juan Rodríguez.

Church of Santo Domingo de Guzmán
The construction of the church of Santo Domingo
de Guzmán began in the 1750s and the church
was enlarged in 1777 when the presbytery and
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the chancel were added, just as it became a parish
church. The tower was built by the local authority
between 1882 and 1887.
The interior holds a rich sculptural and pictorial
heritage: the altarpiece and pulpit are made of
polychrome wood; the mural and the paintings
are splendid examples of the popular art of the
18th Century.

Where to eat?

Restaurante La Tahona de Tetir
C/ Paralela Domingo J. Manrique, s/n. Tetir
Tel: 618 308988
Speciality: Canarian food.

Restaurante Guacimara Unión
C/ Domingo J. Manrique, 13. Tetir
Tel: 928 852131
Speciality: Canarian food.

Bar Cafetería Faycán
Opposite the public square of Tetir.
Tel: 616 556511
Speciality: Tapas and home cooking.

Bar Tapas La Fanega
Behind the Church of Tetir
Tel: 628 015 034
Speciality: Tapas and home cooking

Bar Centro Cultural Centro
de Tetir
Tel: 629 086602
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CASILLAS DEL ÁNGEL

About eleven kilometres from Puerto del Rosario
along the FV-20 road, there is the village of Casillas
del Ángel, which began to develop with the
agriculture and livestock-keeping in the 17th and
18th Centuries as can be seen at the chapel of
the  Ángel de la Guarda which gave this village
its name. It has been a parish church since 1790,
set up under the name of Santa Ana. It was a
municipal district between 1812 and 1926 when
it was dissolved and joined with Puerto de Cabras.

Not to be missed,

Church of  Santa Ana
It was built in the second half of the 18th Century
in expectation that it would be elevated to
become a parish church, with the work being
finished in 1781 with the unusual façade in black
quarried stone from the volcanoes in the north
of the island. It holds significant sculptures and
paintings, of which the altarpiece and the pulpit

TESJUATE

This village, which once belonged to the extinct
borough of Casillas del Ángel, has since pre-
Hispanic times had its origins in the keeping of
livestock  with the springs of the Río Cabras
ravine and especially with the tanneries that
used to exist here.  The permanent running of
the water down that ravine brings sustenance
to a significant colony of tamarisks and a water-

are particularly important, both of which are in
polychrome, and the set of Santa Ana and the
Virgin Mary as a Child

Casa de los Rugama
A house which belonged to one of the most
important aristocratic families in the location.
The internal L-shaped courtyard and the balcony
in the Canarian style are outstanding.  Casillas
del Ángel, s/n

Where to eat?

Restaurante El Labrador
Casillas del Ángel, 130.
Tel: 928 538151
Speciality: local goat's meat (Canarian cuisine).

Restaurante La Era
Casillas del Ángel.
Tel: 928 538234
Speciality: Grilled meat
(Canarian cuisine).
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channel which once supplied Puerto de Cabras
with drinking water.

Not to be missed,

Las Cruces de Tesjuate
They were erected in memory of a priest and an
altar boy who were drowned here as they were
swept away by the waters in the ravine when they
tried to cross when the rain was flowing in a torrent
from a storm.  Already in 1884, the English traveller,
Olivia M. Stone, on her visit to the island tells in her
book, “Fuerteventura 1884”, of her coming across
the crosses:  ”There are two round pillars, on rough
foundations on one side of the ravine and a cross
is raised on each side”...
The neighbours adopted the custom of covering
the crosses in flowers every 2nd May, the eve of
the day of the Cross. That custom still continues
and each year the crosses are covered with many-
coloured flowers.

TEFÍA

Its origins are linked with the old crossroads which
joined the villages of the south with those of the
north of the island, especially Betancuria, La Antigua
and La Oliva as the old headquarters of institutions
for the government of the island.  The easy
availability of springs and pasture led to
development based on livestock and cereal growing.
Tefía belonged to the extinct borough of Casillas
del Ángel until it was brought under Puerto de
Cabras.

Not to be missed,

Ecomuseum of la Alcogida
This Ecomuseum if made up of a village with
seven houses which are representative of the
traditional architecture of Fuerteventura. It
recreates the traditional rural life with craftwork,
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AMPUYENTA

Located 16.2 kilometres from Puerto del Rosario
along the FV-20 road, the hamlet of La Ampuyenta
is a very old settlement, linked to the increase in
land under agriculture in the 17th Century. New
agricultural land and an area for the passage of
livestock to the pastures of the eastern coast.  The
village belonged to the extinct borough of Casillas
del Ángel until it was made part of Puerto de
Cabras.

Not to be missed,

Casa del Doctor Mena
The house was bequeathed by Dr. Tomás Antonio
Mena y Mesa (1802-1868). In its interior, you can
appreciate all the characteristic elements of a well-
to-do rural house  in which those articles and
furniture that were for the personal use of Doctor
Mena are included. www.cabildofuer.es

livestock and agricultural activities taking place
before your eyes.

The chapel of San Agustín
Built between 1713-1714, it was the object of
successive building operations which gave it the
crenellated wall or barbican and the choir or
presbytery with a false dome, which is different
from all other churches on the island.  The
interior houses an altarpiece in white stone, a
pulpit in polychrome wood and interesting
sculptures. There are large paintings on canvas
and murals with plants.

Molino y Molina
As a homage to the wind and to the use that
the old farmers made of it, the windmill or
molino, with a circular floor-plan like a truncated
cone stands out on the plain of   Tefía. And the
molina, with the same aims shows part of its
structure sticking out from the four-sided
building which houses the rest of the machine.
Both of them are witnesses to the agricultural,
cereal-growing history of the area.

Where to stay?

Albergue de Tefía
The hostel is located in a building which dates
from the 1940s which was part of the first
airport on the island and was then used as a
prison farming colony.  Its current location and
use invite the walker to try such walks as the
bottom of the Los Molinos ravine.
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Hospital de Caridad de San Gaspar y San
Conrado
This was built with the legacy of Doctor Mena
according to the design of the provincial architect,
Antonio Pintor Ocete, in 1897. It involved a renewal
of the materials used on the island and a change in
the regional type of the hospital buildings.

Chapel of San Pedro de Alcántara
Built in the late 17th Century, its foundation is owed
to the patronage of Captain Pedro de Medina and
his wife, Agustina de Bethencourt, by endowment
in 1681. During the 18th Century, building work was
carried out which gave it its current appearance,
with a crenellated wall or barbican and a differentiated
presbytery. The lateral disposition of its belltower,
which can be reached by the same stairway as the
choir, is unusual. It has a splendid altarpiece in
polychrome wood, and other furniture from the
18th Century. Its pictorial wealth with canvases and
murals make it the “Sistine Chapel” among our
religious buildings.

Molina del Almácigo
A small windmill or molina with a quadrangular floor
plan and six sails and walls of stone and lime. Just like
the “molinos”, the “molinas” were used to grind the
cereals. The difference lies in the fact that the “molina”
has a single floor, while the “molino” has a double
circular floor. The “molinas” have been declared a
“Property of Cultural Interest”.

La Casa de Fray Andresito
Very close to the church and to the back of the house

LLANOS DE LA CONCEPCIÓN

Located at a distance of 18.3 km from Puerto del
Rosario along the FV-20 and FV-30 roads, this
settlement was known up to the late 18th Century
as Los Llanos del Otro Valle, or simply Los Llanos.
It was its dedication to Our Lady of the Immaculate
Conception which changed the place name from
1798 onwards.
The people of the nearby Valley of Santa Inés
colonised the area for agriculture and livestock
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of Doctor Mena, there is this simple sanctuary as a
tribute to the Franciscan friar, Andrés Filomeno García
Acosta, who is venerated in Chile as he is on
Fuerteventura.

Where to eat?

Restaurante Fabiola
(French Restaurant) Ampuyenta
Tel: 928 174605
Specialities: Meat and fish.
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keeping during modern times, settling next to the
footpath which ran from Betancuria to Tetir and
La Oliva. The village belonged to the extinct
borough of Casillas del Ángel.

Not to be missed,

The chapel of Nuestra Señora de la Concepción
This work was promoted by Joseph de Armas
between 1784 and 1796, with all the local residents
becoming involved. It was blessed in 1798. With a
single nave and without a differentiated presbytery
and belfry on its facade, it has the unusual feature
that the sacristy opens onto a wall and it has a four-
plane roof.

Molinos
This village too shows the agricultural past based on
the cultivation of cereals. Its two windmills or
“molinos” for grinding the grain are eloquent about
the past economy. The molino de Nemesio, with
four sails, and the molino de Lomo de Tetir, with six,
stand out.

LA MATILLA

The agricultural use of the Vega de la Matilla has
been manifest from the first moments of the 16th
Century and its population is linked with the native
use of the area, especially of  Montaña de La Muda.
Terraces and walls climb the sides of the Aceitunal
holding on to the soil, showing a traditional
agricultural landscape.  The village once belonged
to the extinct borough of Tetir.

Not to be missed,

Chapel of Nuestra Señora del Socorro
Built and fitted out by the local residents in the first
half of the 18th Century, it was blessed in 1716. It
has a single nave and sacristy on the epistle side, and
has stone on the corners and the main arch. Inside,
there is a beautiful little altarpiece of polychrome
wood with interesting oils on canvas or on wood, all
from the 18th Century, just like the sedan chair or
throne of the Virgin Mary.

Fuentes de La Matilla
This is a signposted footpath that we can use to see
the different sources used in the past to supply the
population with water and we go up to the Degollada
de  Montaña La Muda, from where there is a
panoramic view of the central plain of the island.
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LAS PARCELAS

Officially known as the García Escámez Agricultural
Colony, this is the youngest of our villages, which
was built as an agricultural experiment of the
Mando Económico de Canarias between 1941 and
1946. It owes its name to the Captain General of
the Canary Islands at the moment of its
inauguration.
With the distribution of the lots of Las Parcelas,
they intended to make use of the waters of the
nearby Los Molinos dam for the cultivation of the
area of Las Escuderas.

Not to be missed,

Presa de Los Molinos
The walk along the watercourse at the bottom of
the Los Molinos Ravine along a signposted footpath
from which it is possible to see semi-desert plant
life, birds and fossilised dunes which give the
landscape and the natural wealth of the location
its particular charm.

LOS MOLINOS

Some twenty-five kilometres from Puerto del
Rosario, along the FV-20, FV-30 and FV-207 roads,
you reach Puertito de Los Molinos, one of those
tiny coastal villages used by the coastal fishermen
on the western coast. It belonged to and was the
port of the extinct borough of Casillas del Ángel
from the second half of the 19th Century to the
time when it became part of Puerto de Cabras

Not to be missed,

The impressive cliffs are in contrast with the serenity
of the beach, from where it is well worth looking at
the sunset, and the permanent and unstable embrace
of land and sea in Laja Verde.
The footpaths go up to the top of the cliff, from
where it is possible to see the remains of an economy
based on livestock and export of limestone.

Where to eat?

Casa Pon
Los Molinos
Specialities: Fish and seafood.
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LA ASOMADA

At a distance of about seven kilometres from
Puerto del Rosario along the FV-10 road, this
hamlet overlooks the wide communal plains of
the extinct borough of Tetir, to which it belonged
until it was transferred to the borough of Puerto

de Cabras. Livestock, agriculture and the extraction
of limestone were the elements which lay behind
its development together with the caves of the
Barranco Viejo used in times of the natives.
Elements of the traditional agrarian landscape can
still be seen next to the old windmill in this hamlet.
Our Lady of Fátima is venerated here in a recently-
built chapel.

LOS ESTANCOS

At a distance of about four kilometres from Puerto
del Rosario along the FV-10 road, there is a hamlet
which is today one of the dormitory areas for the
nearby capital, which once belonged to the extinct
borough of Tetir.
It developed next to the crossroads which joined
la Vega with el Puerto and the “royal road” which
continued to Caleta de Fustes via La Asomada.
They were los Estanques or Estancos de Arriba,
as opposed to the Estancos de Abajo, which were
open next to the  La Herradura ravine which drains
the Tetir basin.
The island's second airport functioned nearby
between 1952 and 1969, and its car parks and
terminal building are conserved close to the
Montañas del Viso.

Where to eat?

Agupara
Los Estancos, 64.
Speciality: Canarian cuisine
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EL TIME

At a distance of eight kilometres from the capital
along the FV-10 road, this small village, which now
belongs to Puerto del Rosario, once was part of
the extinct borough of Tetir. This is a very old
settlement whose lands were cultivated with cereals
in the 16th and 17th Centuries.

Not to be missed,

“Felipito el Feo” Recreational Area
This is one of the island's most important
recreational areas.  It is ideal to spend a different
kind of day with the family. The area shows the
customs and the traditional ways of construction
of one of the most unusual characters in this
borough on Fuerteventura.

Chapel of Nuestra Señora de la Merced
Founded thanks to the patronage of Manuel de la
Trinidad, the chapel was built between 1670 and

PUERTO LAJAS

This is another of the little fishing villages which
have long been marked on the maps. It once
belonged to the extinct borough of Tetir, whose
port it was. It reached the height of its development
in the final decades of the 19th and the beginning
of the 20th Century.  It has a chapel dating from
1967, the destination for the pilgrimage which is
held each year in honour of the Virgen del Pino.

Not to be missed,

Molina de Puerto Lajas
There are two kinds of windmill on Fuerteventura:
the “molino” and the “molina”. Just like the
“molino”, the “molinas” were used to grind the
grain. The difference is that the “molinas” have a

1674, with subsequent work finishing off the choir
or presbytery, the sacristy and the belfry on the
façade.  The interior houses a splendid altarpiece
and 18th Century images, a reflection of the
Brotherhood of La Merced, which was based here.
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single floor, which is square in shape, while the
“molinos” have two floors which are circular in
shape. The “molinas” have now been declared
Properties of Cultural Interest.

Where to eat?

Restaurante la Gambuesa
Puerto Lajas
Tel: 619 227382
Specialities: Meat, fish and seafood.

Restaurante El Galeón
Puerto Lajas
Tel: 606 739696
Specialities: Meat and fish.

GUISGUEY

EL MATORRAL

This village belonged to the extinct borough of
Casillas del Ángel and worships San Juan in a
recently-built chapel.

In this village, which once belonged to the extinct
borough of Tetir, Saint Peter is worshipped in a
recently-built chapel. It offers the visitor a
splendid view of the agrarian past of
Fuerteventura adapted to mountainsides by
means of walls to prevent erosion.  The ditches

follow in harmony one after another to take
advantage of the waters of the ravine, thus
supplying a scattered hamlet.

Where to eat?

Restaurante La Guantxa
C/ El Baifo, s/n El Matorral.
Tel: 928 869105
Speciality: Grilled meat.

Restaurante El Gran Chaparral
El Matorral, El Matorral, 25
Tel: 928 869000
Specialities: Goat's meat and T-bone steaks.

Restaurante El Nido
C/ La Barcina, 36 Polígono Industrial El Matorral
Tel: 928 543212
Speciality: Home cooking.
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Local fiestas

The different villages and hamlets in the borough celebrate a fiesta each year in honour of their patron saint.
 These celebrations consist of religious services, processions, sports competitions, children's games, traditional
dancing, musical performances, fairs and such like.

The most significant fiesta for a patron saint in the borough, to which people come from all over the island,
is the fiesta for Nuestra Señora del Rosario, held in Puerto del Rosario. Another emblematic celebration in
the borough is the carnival, which is held in the month of February.  The calendar for the main festivals in
the district is the following:

- Fiesta in honour of Fray Andresito. 14th January, Ampuyenta.
- Carnivals. Approximately from 23rd February to 5th March, Puerto del Rosario.
- Santa Mónica. 4th May, Tefía.
- Nuestra Señora de Fátima. 13th May, La Asomada.
- Santa Rita. 22nd May, Los Estancos.
- Mother's Day. First Sunday in May, Tesjuate.
- San Juan. 24th June, El Matorral.
- San Pedro. 29th June, Guisguey.
- Nuestra Señora del Carmen. 16th July, Puerto del Rosario and Los Molinos.
- Santa Ana. 26th July, Casillas del Ángel.
- Santo Domingo de Guzmán. 4th  August, Tetir.
- Nuestra Señora del Socorro. 7th August, La Matilla.
- Nuestra Señora de la Concepción. 15th August, Llanos de la Concepción.
- San Agustín. 28th August, Tefía.
- Nuestra Señora de la Merced. 24th September, El Time.
- Nuestra Señora del Rosario. 25th September to 7th October, Puerto del Rosario.
- Romería de Nuestra Señora del Pino. 12th October, Puerto Lajas.
- San Pedro Alcántara. 19th October, Ampuyenta.
- San Andrés. 30th November, Tetir.
- San Andrés. First Sunday in December, Las Parcelas.
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Transport
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Important telephone numbers

Information point
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HOTEL FUERTEVENTURA PLAYA BLANCA
Three kilometres from Puerto del Rosario.
Playa Blanca, 45
Tel: 928 851150
Fax: 928 851158
hotelfuerteventura@cabildofuer.es

HOTEL JM PALACE
Avda. Marítima, 9
Tel: 928 859464
Fax: 928 852260
reservasfuerteventura@jmhoteles.com
www.jmhoteles.com

PENSIÓN MACARIO I
C/ Almirante Fontán Lobe, 10
Puerto del Rosario.
Tel/Fax: 928 851197

PENSIÓN MACARIO II
C/ Juan de Austria, 27
Puerto del Rosario.
Tel/Fax: 928 851197

Urban accommodation

PENSIÓN TINGUARO
C/ Juan XXIII, 48
Puerto del Rosario.
Tel: 928 851088

PENSIÓN ROQUEMAR
Avda. Marítima, 1.
Puerto del Rosario.
Tel: 928 850359

PENSIÓN TAMASITE
C/ León y Castillo, 9
Puerto del Rosario.
Tel: 928 850280
Fax: 928 850300

HOTEL VALERÓN
C/Candelaria del Castillo, 10.
Puerto del Rosario.
Tel: 928 850618



Country cottages

CASA RURAL VALEN
Guisguey, 38
Tel/ fax: 928 850077
www.ecoturismocanarias.com

CASA RURAL EL SITIO DE JAIFA
La Asomada, 17
Tel: 670 963939 / 928 861124
Fax: 928 175319
info@fincaelsitiodejaifa.com
www.fincaelsitiodejaifa.com

CASA RURAL ATALAYA ROSA DEL TARO
Atalaya de la Rosa del Taro, 92
Tel: 928 175108
Fax: 928 868061
ataltaro@hotmail.com
www.fuerterural.com

CASA RURAL DE LA BURRA
Los Llanos de la Concepción
Las Majadillas
Tel: 928 175 014 / 661 185 910
casadelaburra@yahoo.es
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Car hire

AUTOS ORLANDO
El Matorral, 38 Bajo.
35.610 El Matorral
Tel: 928 869052
Fax: 928 869157
orlando@orlandore.com
www.orlandore.com

AUTOS REISEN
Fuerteventura Airport 35.610 El Matorral
Tel: 928 860760 / 928 860761
Fax: 928 860762
reisentopcar@inves.com
www.topcarautoreisen.es

AUTOS SERAPIA
C/ Primera, 13
35.610 El Matorral
Tel: 928 869028 / 928 160132
Fax: 928 869028

AUTOS SOTO
El Matorral, 60
35.610 El Matorral
Tel: 928 869033
Fax: 928 869079
info@autossoto.com

AVIS
Fuerteventura Airport
35.610 El Matorral
Tel: 928 860622 / 928 860624
Fax: 928 860770
www.avis.es

BETACAR
Fuerteventura Airport
35.610 El Matorral
Tel: 928 860758
Fax: 928 860759
www.betacar.biz
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CICAR
Fuerteventura Airport
35.610 El Matorral
Tel: 928 860576
Fax: 928 860777
info@cicar.com
www.cicar.com

DELTA CAR
C/ Primero de Mayo, 8
35.600 Puerto del Rosario
Tel: 928 850261/ 696 968211
Fax: 928 530425
delta_car2004@hotmail.com
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HERZT/ FAYCAN/ AUTORED
Fuerteventura Airport
35.610 El Matorral
Tel: 928 860628/ 928 860625
Fax: 928 860625
www.herztcanarias.com
www.grupofaycan.es
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PUERTO DEL ROSARIO MUNICIPAL
SWIMMING POOL
C/ Europa, 3
35.600 Puerto del Rosario
Tel: 928 532300
It has a swimming pool,  gym and spa.

FUERTEVENTURA GRAN KARTING (1.000 M)
Polígono Industrial Risco Prieto
35.600 Puerto del Rosario
Tel: 639 693984
www.kartmaxorata.com
OPENING HOURS:
SUMMER: 10 a.m.- 8 p.m. REST OF THE YEAR:
10 a.m.-7 p.m.

KAPALÚ RACKET SPORTS
Urb. Las Granadas
Tel: 608 221577
kapalulasgranadas@telefonica.net

CLUB SOCIAL DE AMIGOS INTERESADOS
EN LA PROMOCIÓN DEL SUBMARINISMO
(C.A.S.)
Diving courses at all levels (FEDAS-CMAS)
Apartado de Correos 81
Tetir, 148 Tel: 609 571363
puertolajas@flashmailcom
www.usuarios.lycos.es/puertolajas

CLUB DE BUCEO PUNTA AMANAY
Diving courses at all levels.
Location: Club Deportivo Herbania.
Also excursions.
C/ Molinos de Viento, 40
35.600 Puerto del Rosario
Tel: 649 739696
juan.cerdena@wanadoo.es

Sport and leisure centres
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D. JUAN LUIS SÁNCHEZ HERNÁNDEZ
Pto. del Rosario
C/Secundino Alonso, 49
Tlf: 928 850676

D. MANUEL GONZÁLEZ PÉREZ
Pto. del Rosario
Avda. Primero de Mayo, 43
Tlf: 928 531721

D. JOSÉ HERRERO PORTILLO
Pto. del Rosario
C/León y Castillo, 77
Tlf: 928 530655

D. MIGUEL SÁNCHEZ VELÁZQUEZ
Pto. del Rosario
C/Fernández Castañeyra, 17
Tlf: 928 85019

Chemist's

Dª. MARÍA CABRERA  GUTIÉRREZ
Pto. del Rosario
C/León y Castillo,143
Tlf: 928 530218

D. DANIEL MELIÁN HERNÁNDEZ
Pto. del Rosario
C/Comandante Díaz Trayter, 82
Tlf: 928 861013

D. JOSÉ GONZÁLEZ SÁNCHEZ
Pto. del Rosario
Avda. Jean de Bethencourt, 85
Tlf: 928 858626
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Transport and ferry lines

Ferry lines

NAVIERA ARMAS S.A.
Muelle Puerto del Rosario s/n
Tel: 928 531 560
www.navieraarmas.com

FRED. OLSEN
Tel: 928 535090
www.fredolsen.es

ACCIONA-TRANSMEDITERRÁNEA, S.A.
Puerto del Rosario (Fuerteventura)
León y Castillo, 58
Tel: 928 850 095
Fax: 928 852 408
www.trasmediterranea.es

Airport

AEROPUERTO DE FUERTEVENTURA
Ctra. General de Fuerteventura Fv-1.
Tel: 928 860500
Opening hours: 07:00 a.m. - 10:00 p.m. (daily).

Land transport

TAXIS:
Tel: 24h.: 928 850216 / 928 855432
Tel: Holidays and night: 928 533291

Island Bus Station
C/. Pepito el de las guaguas,
esquina Avda. Diego Millar
Tel: 650 532 866

Intercity transport
Tel.. 928 852162
City transport
Tel: 928 850113 / 616 920 501
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Libraries

Municipal Public Library and Travel Centre
C/ Ramiro de Maeztu,1
Tel: 928 850848
www.puertodelrosario.org
OPENING HOURS:
Monday to Thursday from 8 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Friday from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Saturdays from 10 a.m. to 12.30 p.m. Wifi area.

In the Municipal Public Library of Puerto del Rosario,
in the entrance and main access to the building, the
“viajeteca” is a place full of cultural dynamism where
the traveller can obtain information about the island,
or about any other part of the world where he wants
to travel

Centro Bibliotecario Insular
Specialised in Canarian subjects and authors.
C/ Doctor Fleming, s/n
Tel: 928 862300
OPENING HOURS: from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m. and from
5 p.m. to 8 p.m.
Wifi area.
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Medical services

Fuerteventura General Hospital:
Information: 928 862000
Central admission: 928 862030
Emergency admission: 928 862033
Fax: 928 862137

Puerto del Rosario Health Centre:
Tel: 928 851901/928 851758
Emergency: 112

Important telephone numbers

Other medical centres:

Cem:
Isla de la Graciosa, 17
Tel: 928 859 392
Opening hours: from Monday to Friday from 9.00
a.m. to 9 p.m. Saturdays from 9.00 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Puerto del Rosario

Cem:
Ctra. Aeropuerto, Arrivals Terminal.
Tel: 928 860717
Puerto del Rosario

Fuerteventura Clinical Centre
C/ Secundino Alonso, 72
Tel: 928 858 200
Opening hours: from Monday to Friday from 8.00
a.m. to 8 p.m.



D.N.I. Office
Tel: 928 531379

Civil Guard
Tel: 928 851100

Traffic Police (Guardia Civil de Tráfico)
Tel: 928 851551

Court No. 1
Tel: 928 850199

Court No. 2
Tel: 928 850228

Court No. 3
Tel: 928 855253

Court No. 5
Tel: 928 856698

Social Court
Tel: 928 533522

Criminal Court
Tel: 928 533 199

Association of Central and Northern Boroughs
C/ Tenerife, 35
Tel: 928 532587/ 928 530577
Fax: 928 530066
www.mancomunidadcentronorte.com

Official centres

Puerto del Rosario Town Hall
C/ Fernández Castañeyra, 2
Tel: 928 850110
Fax: 928 850277

Cabildo de Fuerteventura
Tel: 928 862300

Puerto del Rosario Post Office
Tel: 928 850412

Social Services
Tel: 928 852030
Fax: 928 521442

Old People's Home
Tel: 928 850626

Casa de la Cultura
Tel: 928 591808
Fax: 928 531693

Puerto del Rosario Local Police
Tel: 928 850635

Fire Service
Tel: 928 530744

National Police
Tel: 928 855100
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Tourist information offices

PUERTO DEL ROSARIO TOURIST
INFORMATION OFFICE
Avda. Marítima, s/n
35600 Puerto del Rosario
Tel: 928 850110 / 618 527668
Fax: 928 858454
turismo@puertodelrosario.org
www.puertodelrosario.org

AIRPORT TOURIST INFORMATION OFFICE
Aeropuerto de Fuerteventura, arrivals area.
35610 El Matorral
Tel: 928 860604
Fax: 928 543655
From Mondays to Saturdays: from 9 a.m. to 7 p.m.
Sundays: from 11 a.m. to 4.00 p.m.
aeropuerto@cabildofuer.es
www.fuerteventuraturismo.com

 FUERTEVENTURA TOURIST BOARD
C/Almirante Lallermand, 1
35600 Puerto del Rosario
Tel: 928 530844/ 928 852016 Fax: 928 851695
patturismo@cabildofuer.es
www.fuerteventuraturismo.com
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